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A new addition to the I Can Read brand, the I Can Read My Illustrated Bible teaches children about the Bible while helping them grow more
confident in their own reading skills as they build their vocabulary. This Level 1 storybook Bible for early readers presents over 30 classic
Bible stories that children can read all by themselves. Stories include Noah’s Ark, David and Goliath, Miriam and baby Moses, Queen Esther,
the Birth of Jesus, Jesus Walks on Water, and many more from the Old and New Testaments. With charming illustrations and simple, easy-tounderstand language, I Can Read My Illustrated Bible will help children develop a lifelong habit of making faith their own by spending quality
time with God. I Can Read My Illustrated Bible: Is part of the I Can Read! Brand—the premier line of books for beginning readers Is a trusted
tool to assist in developing biblical literacy among young readers Helps children develop a lifelong habit of spending quality time with God and
his Word
You’ve probably heard of heart, head, and life lines, but did you know you may also have a flower line, a destiny line, or intuition lines in the
palm of your hand? In this illustrated guidebook, bestselling author Richard Webster presents the essentials of palm reading with fun and
easy-to-learn techniques. He offers “quick read” tips that give a beginning palmist the confidence and ability to do readings almost
immediately. Straightforward and friendly, this guide includes information not found in any other palmistry books, such as fingerprint analysis
and the emerging art of skin ridge analysis, which reveals potential health issues and is taught in medical schools. You can read palms—and
use the knowledge gained to optimize strengths and navigate challenges in everyday matters of love and romance, career, health,
communication style, creativity, flexibility, and more.
Here kitty, kitty! Would you like to hear a story? Here is a chance to cozy up with your cat and treat her to three new stories written just for
felines. If your cat likes to wake up early—very early—then she’ll think this book is the cat’s meow. Sara Swan Miller and True Kelley, author
and illustrator of Three Stories You Can Read to Your Cat, have again joined forces to create three new and hilarious adventures that will
have readers everywhere happily purring. So do your cat a favor and read her this book. Just remember to pet your pet while you read!
Note: Teaches simplified characters, used in mainland China--not so useful in Taiwan.
It is raining but Fiona still wants to hang out with her good friends at the zoo. When Flamingo stops by Hippo Cove for a visit, she brings her
big umbrella. A story of sharing and caring about friends—and the good thing about a little rain storm too. Young readers will enjoy learning
more about Fiona and her friends in this Level One I Can Read about the little hippo that has captured hearts around the world with her
inspiring story and plucky personality. Fiona and the Rainy Day is: An endearing animal book that’s a perfect gift from parents and
grandparents An inspiring story of sharing and caring about friends A Level One I Can Read story geared for children just learning to read
Created by New York Times bestselling artist Richard Cowdrey of Fiona the Hippo; A Very Fiona Christmas; Fiona, It’s Bedtime; Legend of
the Candy Cane; Bad Dog, Marley; and A Very Marley Christmas fame
Read along with Biscuit! Let Biscuit introduce your child to the joys of independent reading. The little puppy's gentle nature and playful ways
have made I Can Read® Biscuit books favorites with over a million emergent readers. With three great titles in one handy package, this
collection is perfect for the newest reader in your family!
Learn to read with Amelia Bedelia! This paper-over-board special edition commemorates the 60th anniversary of I Can Read books for
beginning readers. Eight bonus pages recount I Can Read’s history, including a time line, never-before-seen sketches, and origin stories of
beloved I Can Read characters. This beautiful edition is perfect for gift-giving. From dressing the chicken to drawing the drapes, Amelia
Bedelia does exactly what Mr. and Mrs. Rogers tell her to do. If things get a bit mixed up, well, that's okay. When Amelia Bedelia is involved,
everything always turns out perfectly in the end! This Level 2 I Can Read is perfect for reading aloud or alone.
Enter into the world of reading with My Very First I Can Read! This comprehensive emergent reading program addresses all the components
of reading mastery based on the latest early literacy research. Written by educator and reading specialist Dr. Julie M. Wood, with lively
illustrations by Sebastien Braun, this Common Core–aligned program stars Tug the Pup and an endearing group of characters who will lead
beginners through the proven steps for successful reading. The Learn to Read with Tug the Pup program features important Common Core
State Standards connections, including sight word vocabulary, simple text, strong picture support, and character and plot development. The
eleven short stories in box set one are Guided Reading Levels A–C, which means it's the perfect entry point for new readers, with simple and
predictable stories. Each box set also comes with reward stickers and a Parents' Guide that provides hours of additional reading activities.

You have opened a very special book. This book can do something that has NEVER been achieved before. This book
can read your mind. I will just need you to think of something, but whatever you do, don't think of anything SILLY. You
know, like a pink elephant... When the page is turned, sure enough, a pink elephant appears! This funny interactive book
plays on the idea that when you're told NOT to think of something, somehow it is all you can think about. As the book
continues, and more and more silliness ensues, the scientist is distraught but there is plenty of fun in store for the reader!
The year is 2202, and Japan has become the land of moe. Aspiring author Gin Imose and his little sister Kuroha are
traveling to TOKYO to meet with the world famous author, Gai Odaira. Kuroha is uninterested in his orthodox literary
style, and amazingly is able to read ancient modern Japanese books written in kanji!This fateful encounter sets off a
chain of events that could change the course of literary history. Could it be that, long ago, books could be about more
than little sisters showing their panties and getting in compromising situations with their non-blood-related older brothers?
Impossible! It's hard to even imagine a Japan where everyone could read kanji and the Prime Minister was a 3D human
being...
Dr. Seuss and the Cat show that reading is fun—even when you don’t look at the words!—in this classic Beginner Book.
“The more that you read, the more things you will know. The more that you learn, the more places you’ll go.” Whether
reading in bed or in purple or brown, reading is fun—even upside down. And whether reading about hoses or roses or
owls on noses, I Can Read with My Eyes Shut is a hysterical way to discover the joy of books. Originally created by Dr.
Seuss, Beginner Books encourage children to read all by themselves, with simple words and illustrations that give clues
to their meaning. This Read & Listen edition contains audio narration.
23rd century Japan... a land overflowing with moe, where little sister vs big sister vs childhood friend are the major
questions of society... Or at least it was, until Gin and his sisters somehow changed the future! Now the prime minister is
some old guy with glasses and all the signs are written in indecipherable kanji! This is bad! There's got to be some way to
change the future back to the way it should be!
These easy-to-read, progressive exercises by Joanne Martin develop a student's reading skills one stage at a time, with
many repetitions at each stage. I Can Read Music is designed as a first note-reading book for students of string
instruments who have learned to play using an aural approach such as the Suzuki Method®, or for traditionally taught
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students who need extra note reading practice. Its presentation of new ideas is clear enough that it can be used daily at
home by quite young children and their parents, with the teacher checking progress every week or two.
I Can Read So I Can Lead follows our protagonist Asil Greer on his super powered adventure to help Brielle find her
confidence to read. Throughout the story Brielle is met by bullies who attempt degrade her due to her lack of self
confidence when it comes to reading. When Asil swoops in to save the day he ultimately teaches us that by treating
others the way we would like to be treated and by encouraging our friends to try their best we can all become great
readers and role models like our super powered hero Asil!
If You Can Read, You Can Cook celebrated its first anniversary. The 49 simple, delicious recipes of Year 1 are collected
here, formatted for your favorite e-reader for just 99 cents. The recipes in this volume are: Meatloaf Zucchini Bread Super
Easy, Low Fat Fettucini Alfredo Healthier Green Bean Casserole 3 different recipes for your Thanksgiving leftovers
Goulash Caesar Salad Chocolate Chip Walnut Cookies Onion Rings Potato Soup Chicken & Rice Burritos Baked Beans
Peanut Butter Oatmeal Sweet Potato Pie Coca-Cola BBQ Sauce Butternut Squash Risotto Chocolate Pie Chili Teriyaki
Marinade Tuna Casserole Iced Coffee "Semi-homemade" Spaghetti Sauce Cole Slaw Seven Layer Dip Guacamole Slowcooker Pork Loin Slow-cooker Vegetable Beef Soup Homemade "Hamburger Helper" Fruit Salad Meatballs Spinach
Pasta Salad Macaroni Salad "Mustardaise" Mustard-Mayonnaise Spread Banana Bread Rice, Beans & Tuna Tuna Melt
Chicken Marsala Salsa Cobb Salad 2 different Chicken Stir Fry recipes Marina Sauce Mozzarella Sticks Italian Broccoli
Turkey Sandwich Lemon Butter
I Can Read is a beginning reading program which contains seven child-sized readers, seven accompanying workbooks
teacher manual, flash cards & a placement test. This program assists beginning readers in learning recognize 52 PrePrimer sight words using a rebus (picture -symbol) system, a structured approach, multi-sensory reinforcement
techniques & much repetition. Written by Fran Parker, this simple to use program is a favorite with teachers & parents.
Many students with varying disabilities including Learning Disabilities, Developmental Delays, Speech/Language
Impairments Autism & the Slow Learner have found success with this program. Students in both Kindergarten & First
Grade who have no difficulties also find these books fun & easy to use. The aspect of this program which separates it
from others is the slow & very structured way that new words are introduced & reviewed. Beginning in the first lesson with
four words " I, a ,see, can", each subsequent lesson introduces only one new word. This method allows the student to
continue to practice previously learned words while adding just one new word. As the lessons progress, the student
builds self-confidence through early success. Following the same format as I Can Read, Reading Is Fun introduces 55
Primer level sight words using many of the same techniques found in the previous program. Accompanying the I Can
Read programs are a set of I Can Read Charts, plus four big books. I Can See the ABC's, I Can See 1,2,3. See Me Add
& See Me Subtract introduces letters, numbers & Math concepts using the same simple pre-primer & Primer words found
in these programs. All materials are available from Teddy Bear Press, 3639 Midway Drive, San Diego, CA 92110,
619-223-7311.
If your child is having problems reading or believing in themselves Believe Can Read will give kids a different look at learning how to read. It
also give parents a different look into their child's mind set when it comes to reading because every child will not tell you they are having a
problem with reading. This causes kids to shut down. Parents learning to read is a challenge sometimes and every kid learns different.
Believe is a little boy seahorse faced with the fear of not knowing how to read. This book allows a different sight into helping your child during
a difficult learning period. It shines light on every child being different and learn in a different way. Through laughter, singing, understanding
and patience Believe realize that everything he needed to learn how to read and learn new words was right inside of him. All he had to do is
believe. If you believe you can do anything.
" ... these puzzles will test your youngster's familiarity with words and concepts. You'll appreciate giving your child a head start on developing
language skills."--Cover back.
Describes psychological techniques that can help someone determine what another person is thinking.
Provides emerging readers with multiple opportunities to practice reading high-frequency words used in simple text.
These easy-to-read, progressive exercises by Joanne Martin develop a student's reading skills one stage at a time, with many repetitions at
each stage. I Can Read Music is designed as a first note-reading book for students of string instruments who have learned to play using an
aural approach such as the Suzuki Method(R), or for traditionally taught students who need extra note reading practice. Its presentation of
new ideas is clear enough that it can be used daily at home by quite young children and their parents, with the teacher checking progress
every week or two.
Reading, however fundamental the task may seem to everyday life, is a complex process that takes years to master. Yet, learning to read in
the early stages is not an overwhelming problem for most children, especially when their classroom learning is coupled with a nurturing home
environment in which reading is cherished, and pencil and paper are always available and fun to use. In fact, studies have shown that
children score higher in reading if their parents support and encourage them at home. Unfortunately, though many parents want to involve
themselves actively in their children's education, very few know just what to do. Now Dr. Harvey S. Wiener, author of the classic Any Child
Can Write, provides an indispensable guide for parents who want to help their children enter the magic realm of words. In Any Child Can
Read Better, Second Edition, Dr. Wiener offers practical advice on how to help children make their way through the maze of assignments and
exercises related to classroom reading. In this essential book, parents learn how to be "reading helpers" without replacing or superseding the
teacher--by supporting a child's reading habits and sharing the pleasures of fiction, poetry, and prose. Home learning parents also will find a
wealth of information here. Through comfortable conversation and enjoyable exercises that tap children's native abilities, parents can help
their child practice the critical thinking and reading skills that guarantee success in the classroom and beyond. For example, Dr. Wiener
explains how exercises such as prereading warm-ups like creating word maps (a visual scheme that represents words and ideas as shapes
and connects them) will allow youngsters to create a visual format and context before they begin reading. He shows how pictures from a
birthday party can be used to create patterns of meaning by arranging them chronologically to allow the party's "story" to emerge, or how they
might by arranged by order of importance--a picture of Beth standing at the door waiting for her friends to arrive could be displayed first, Beth
blowing out the birthday cake placed toward the middle of the arrangement, and the pictures of Beth opening her gifts, especially the skates
she's been begging for all year, would surely go toward the end of the sequence. Dr. Wiener shows how these activities, and many others,
such as writing games, categorizing toys or clothes or favorite foods, and reading journals, will help children draw meaning out of written
material. This second edition includes a new chapter describing the benefits of encouraging children to keep a journal of their personal
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reactions to books, the value of writing in the books they own (underlining, writing in the margins, and making a personal index) and a variety
of reading activities to help children interact with writers and their books. Dr. Wiener has also expanded and updated his fascinating
discussion of recommended books for children of all ages, complete with plot summaries. Written in simple, accessible prose, Any Child Can
Read Better offers sensible advice for busy parents concerned with their children's education.
Presents an efficient method for reading body language in first encounters, daily encounters, and even watching the news, explaining how the
messages and emotions that people are really sending can be spotted and interpreted.
Is your teddy bear awfully quiet? Does he just sit on your bed and stare at the wall? Maybe he is bored. When you’re bored, you can read a
book, but Teddy can’t. Or can he? . . . Maybe you should read this story out loud to your teddy bear. He may blush, though, because you’ll
find out about all the things he does when you leave for school. Just make sure to hug your furry friend when you’re done reading—even
teddy bears make mistakes! Sara Swan Miller and True Kelly, author and illustrator of Three Stories You Can Read to Your Cat and Three
Stories You Can Read to Your Dog, have done it again with three comical new stories—this time about teddy bears. Who knew that teddy
bears are just as adventurous as cats and dogs?

Our biggest collection yet features sixteen of our most popular I Can Read stories together for the first time. This sixteenbook slipcase is the perfect starter library for growing readers, taking them from the Level My First through Level Two,
with the following beloved titles: My First: Biscuit, Little Critter: Just Helping My Dad, Pete the Cat: Pete’s Big Lunch
Level One: Amelia Bedelia Sleeps Over, The Berenstain Bears at the Aquarium, Danny and the Dinosaur, Fancy Nancy
and the Delectable Cupcakes, The Fat Cat Sat on the Mat, Penny and Her Doll, Pinkalicious: School Rules!, Sammy the
Seal, Splat the Cat: Good Night, Sleep Tight Level Two: Amelia Bedelia, Batman Classic: Meet the Super Heroes, Frog
and Toad Are Friends, Justice League Classic: I Am the Flash
Did you know that dolphins . . . are small whales! can live in rivers! whistle to one another! are sometimes pink! Featuring
outstanding full-color photographs from the Wildlife Conservation Society, Amazing Dolphins! is the latest title in an
award-winning I Can Read Book series that takes readers into the amazing world of animals.
Little Celebrations, I Can Read! I Can Read!, Single Copy, Fluency, Stage 3bCelebration Press (NJ)I Can Read Music,
Volume 2A note reading book for VIOLIN studentsAlfred Music
A PICTURE MAY BE WORTH A THOUSAND WORDS— BUT A FEW CHOICE WORDS CAN SPEAK VOLUMES! • If
Ignorance Is Bliss, Why Aren’t More People Happy? • Bottled Water Is for Suckers • Clones Are People Too • At Least
the War on the Environment Is Going Well • Don’t Believe Everything You Think • The Revolution Will Be Tweeted Long
before blogs, tweets, and sound bites, people were telling the world how they felt in brief, blunt bursts of information
plastered on the backs of their cars. Whether they’re political or religious, passionate or proud, controversial or corny,
these brightly colored, boldly lettered mini manifestos are declarations of who we are, where we stand, and what we’d
rather be doing. But as bestselling author and noted philosopher Jack Bowen reveals, there’s much more to the popculture phenomenon of bumper stickers than rolling one-liners and drive-by propaganda—no less, in fact, than a wise,
funny, poignant, contentious, and truthful discourse on the human condition. Mixing pop culture with the ideas of
historically prominent philosophers and scientists, If You Can Read This exposes the deeper wisdom couched behind
these slogans—or, as need be, exposes where they have gone wrong. If you brake for big ideas, now’s the time.
Gin continues to spend relaxing days with Yuzu and his sisters, though he can feel Kuroha's jealousy gradually
accumulating. But one day, Professor Choumabayshi tells him something ominous: "If you don't get together with
Kuroha, she'll be erased." Kuroha has become a key factor to changing history, and the forces of evil are aiming for her.
For the sake of moe culture and everyone he loves, Gin paves the way to the future!
As a young college student in Atlanta, Vernon E. Jordan, Jr. had a summer job driving a white banker around town.
During the man’s post-luncheon siestas, Jordan passed the time reading books, a fact that astounded his boss. “Vernon
can read!” the man exclaimed to his relatives. Nearly fifty years later, Vernon Jordan, now a senior executive at Lazard
Freres, long-time civil rights leader, adviser and close friend to presidents and business leaders and one of the most
charismatic figures in America, has written an unforgettable book about his life and times. The story of Vernon Jordan’s
life encompasses the sweeping struggles, changes, and dangers of African-American life in the civil rights revolution of
the second half of the twentieth century.
In the late 1950s, Ted Geisel took on the challenge of creating a book using only 250 unique first-grade words,
something that aspiring readers would have both the ability and the desire to read. The result was an unlikely children’s
classic, The Cat in the Hat. But Geisel didn’t stop there. Using The Cat in the Hat as a template, he teamed with Helen
Geisel and Phyllis Cerf to create Beginner Books, a whole new category of readers that combined research-based
literacy practices with the logical insanity of Dr. Seuss. The books were an enormous success, giving the world such
authors and illustrators as P. D. Eastman, Roy McKie, and Stan and Jan Berenstain, and beloved bestsellers such as Are
You My Mother?; Go, Dog. Go!; Put Me in the Zoo; and Green Eggs and Ham. The story of Beginner Books—and Ted
Geisel’s role as “president, policymaker, and editor” of the line for thirty years—has been told briefly in various
biographies of Dr. Seuss, but I Can Read It All by Myself: The Beginner Books Story presents it in full detail for the first
time. Drawn from archival research and dozens of brand-new interviews, I Can Read It All by Myself explores the origins,
philosophies, and operations of Beginner Books from The Cat in the Hat in 1957 to 2019’s A Skunk in My Bunk, and
reveals the often-fascinating lives of the writers and illustrators who created them.
The bold text, simple design, and colorful pictures will have young Bible scholars learning about Noah’s obedience,
Daniel’s faithfulness, Jonah’s repentance, David’s bravery, and other classic Old Testament Bible stories. Rebus
sentences use pictures to represent words to encourage young children to follow along as they are learning to read.
Stories include: The Story of Creation, Adam and Eve, Noah and the Ark, Jonah and the Whale, Daniel in the Lions’
Den, and David and Goliath.
Reading the prairie It's the 1880s, Noah works hard on the family farm and roams free on the Colorado prairie. One day his Aunt
Dora arrives to give him some schooling. Noah doesn't think he needs it. What use is reading on the prairie? But what Noah
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discovers will change his life forever.
n this book you will find list of cvc words that appropriate for kindergartens.Help your child to read the words and sentences. Ask
them to repeat it for several times.Happy Learning.
A Lesson in Telling the Truth Junior’s room is a really BIG mess! He says there were a bunch of bad guys who did it. Sooner or
later, Junior will have to come clean! This is a Level One I Can Read! book, which means it’s perfect for children learning to sound
out words and sentences. It aligns with guided reading level J and will be of interest to children Pre-K to 3rd grade.
In this fun and funny celebration of literacy, kids of all ages will discover that the act of reading is a daring adventure that can take
you anywhere! You can read at the playground, under the sea, at the opera and even in outer space! It turns out you can read
everywhere! And when you do, you open yourself to a universe of adventure. Presented in light-hearted, rib-tickling verse that's
perfect for reading aloud, You Can Read sings it loud and proud: Books are awesome. And so are the people who read them.
Iedere ouder wil dat zijn kind gelukkig is, en dat het in een veilige omgeving opgroeit tot een gelukkige volwassene. Maar hoe doe
je dat? In dit wijze, verstandige en verfrissende boek staat alles wat er in de opvoeding van een kind écht toe doet. Geen
praktische tips over slapen, eten, goede manieren of huiswerk, maar helder advies over de essentie van het ouderschap. Op basis
van haar rijke ervaring als therapeut, haar wetenschappelijke inzichten en haar persoonlijke ervaringen als ouder, behandelt
Philippa Perry de grote vragen van de ouder-kindrelatie, van baby tot tienerjaren. Hoe ga je om met je eigen gevoelens en die van
je kind? Hoe zien je gedragingen en patronen eruit? Hoe ga je om met je ouders, je partner, vrienden? Dit boek biedt een brede,
verrassende kijk op een diepgaande en gezonde ouder-kindrelatie. Zonder oordelend te zijn, geeft Perry op een even directe als
geestige manier inzicht in de invloed van je eigen opvoeding op je ouderschap. Het is een boek vol liefdevol advies over het
maken van fouten en het onder ogen zien daarvan - waardoor het uiteindelijk goed zal komen. Philippa Perry is al twintig jaar
psychotherapeut en schrijver. Ze is verbonden aan The School of Life. Daarnaast is ze tv- en radiopresentator en werkte ze mee
aan vele documentaires. Ze woont in Londen met haar echtgenoot, de kunstenaar Grayson Perry, met wie ze een volwassen
dochter heeft.
I Can Read My First Books: DinosaursA My Pre Primer Sight Words Storybook A colorful, fun and educational pre-primer sight
words picture book that features all of the Dolch pre primer sight words in the story. Storybooks are the best method to teach sight
words in a visual context. The Pre primer sight words are highlighted in red. Pause to explore each page so your little learner can
read and identify the key sight words in the sentences. Pre-primer Kindergarten Sight Words a, and, away, big, blue, can, come,
down, find, for, funny, go, help, here, I, in, is, it, jump, little, look, make, me, my, not, one, play, red, run, said, see, the, three, to,
two, up, we, where, yellow, you. Grade 1 Sight Words all, are, ate, be, do, four, have, like, no, on, that, there, they, under, with.
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